
Birth & Death of Stars

 Objectives

• How are stars formed

• How do they “die”

• How do we measure this



The Interstellar Medium (ISM)

 Vast clouds of gas & dust 
lie between stars

 Diffuse hydrogen clouds:  
dozens of pc across

• Less dense than a laboratory 
vacuum on Earth!!!

Dark clouds  (full of 
“dust”)



The

Horsehead Nebula

Giant molecular 
clouds:  
• 1,000’s pc across

• 1,000’s Msun

Near Orion’s belt

Dark dust cloud 
obscures emission 
stars behind



Things Like to 

Clump

 Many GMCs in 
the Galaxy

 Each one will 
collapse under its 
own gravity 
under the right 
conditions

 Think solar 
system formation



GMC Collapse

 A cloud of gas and dust undergoes gravitational collapse 
and heats up

• Cloud composed of ~74% Hydrogen and ~24% Helium

A few trace elements (C,N,O,Be,etc)



Collapse

 Gravitational potential energy (PE) is turned into KE

• Atoms are moving faster in a smaller space 

• They hit each other and heat up

 At the center a lot of material has accumulated and is 
really hot (protostar)

 Collapses until center reaches Temp ~ 107 K!

• Fusion begins and a star is born



Gravity vs

Pressure

 Hydrostatic 
equilibrium:

 Gravity is 
now balanced 
by the energy 
produced by 
fusion



Main Sequence

 When a protostar
reaches fusion it 
becomes:

 Main sequence star 

• Luminosity vs Temp 
relationship

 All stars that fuse H 
He in their core are 
Main Sequence

 Pre-MS: protostar not 
fusing H  He

Pre-Main Sequence



Rate of Fusion

 Luminosity vs Temp:
• Hertzsprung-Russell diagram

• “HR diagram”

 More massive stars: 

• High rate of fusion

• Greater flux

• Shorter lifetime

 Less massive stars:

• Low rate of  fusion

• Lower flux

• Longer lifetimes

1 million yrs

10 million yrs

100 million yrs

1 billion yrs

10 billion yrs

100 billion yrs



TPS

 A star with a mass of 1 x 1035 kg will have __________ 
compared to a star with a mass of 1 x 1025

A. Less flux and a redder color

B. Less flux and a bluer color

C. More flux and a redder color

D. More flux and a bluer color

 a higher rate of fusion ~ more photons ~ more flux ~ 
bluer color (blackbody radiation)



 The Sun’s lifetime of fusing H into He in its core is 10 
billion years. What is the lifetime of a more massive 
star?

A. More than 10 billion years

B. Less than 10 billion years



Massive stars pay a price…

 The most massive stars have biggest tanks of fuel, 
but burn it much more quickly (like a Hummer)

 The least massive stars have smallest fuel reserves, 
but burn it very slowly by comparison (like a Moped)

 Difference in rate of fuel consumption so great that 
more massive stars exhaust fuel and die much more 
quickly than low-mass stars



LT

 Star Formation and Lifetimes  (p. 111 – 112)



Fragmentation

• Individual stars 
form out 
collapsing gas

• Individual stars 
clump into star 
clusters

• Star clusters:
stars born at the 
same time



Star Cluster Main 

Sequence

Blue Red



Old Star Clusters

 What is the difference 
between blue stars and red 
stars?

• A: lifetimes (age)

• Big (blue) stars use up their 
fuel very quickly

 What happens when big 
stars use up all of their 
fuel???
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What happens when H is gone?

A. Outward pressure decreases

B. Outward pressure increases

C. Gravity overcomes outward pressure

D. Both A and C

• No more fusion  no more outward pressure holding gravity 
back

• The star begins to collapse!



M < 8 * Msun

M > 8 * Msun



Both Undergo an Imbalance Hydrostatic Equilibrium



Mass < 8 * Msun

No More H in core
Inner layers collapse
H shell heats up and 
Begin to fuse H  He

Outer Shell expands

He 
core

H  He

Shell

Gravity

Temp ~ 3500 K  Red color



Helium Flash

• He core heats up to 1 x 108 K 
• He  C fusion

• Helium flash

• Core expands
• New energy source in the core

• Outer layers contract

• 100 Milllions years the He in the core 
is used up
• Core begin to contract (again)



AGB Thermal Pulses

C,O 
core

H  He

Shell

Gravity

He  C & O

Shell

• As the C & O core 
builds

• He  shell around 

core

• Each time a shell 
ignites

• Outermost layers 
can escape



HR Diagram



End of the Road…

 Stars of roughly sun’s mass ( < 8 solar masses) do 
not have necessary gravitational pull to create heat 
and pressure necessary to begin fusing carbon

**  At this point, star out of fuel, can no longer fight 
gravity’s relentless pull…

**  The star will now die…and become a white dwarf



Planetary Nebula



Planetary Nebula NGC 3132

White dwarf



Massive Stars

• Similar to low mass 
stars as it fuses 
different elements in 
layers

• Density, pressure, 
and temperature is 
much higher

• Can fuse heavier 
elements

• Up to Iron (Fe)



HR Diagram

• Red Super Giant phase
• Until shell fusion can’t continue
• Core collapse  huge explosion

• Really massive
• Skip the red super giant phase
• Go straight to core collapse 

explosion



Diminishing Returns…

Stage in the Core Lifetime until Fuel is 
Exhausted

Hydrogen Burning 10,000,000 years

Helium Burning 1,000,000 years

Carbon Burning 1,000 years

Neon Burning 3 years

Oxygen Burning 1 year

Silicon Burning 1 day



Supernovae

7. Endpoint of fusion is iron. No energy gained by fusing 
iron, so nothing left to support core…

8. Virtually instantaneously, iron core collapses on 
itself…then the most violent rebound in all of nature 
tears through entire star

9. A shockwave rips star to pieces; material ejected into 
space at near speed of light



Supernova



SN part deux



Remnant 

 Depending on the mass of the left-over core

• Neutron star (made entirely of neutrons)

• Black Hole

 More tomorrow



Heavy Elements (heavier than He)

**  Shortly after the Big Bang, the only elements in 
existence were hydrogen, helium, and trace amounts of 
lithium.

**  Astronomers struggled for quite some time to answer 
the question:  Where did all the other elements come 
from?



Manufacture of heavy elements…

 SN explosion

• Ejects C,O,N,Si, & some Fe

• Energy of ejection shoots protons, neutrons and other 
elements at each other

• These combine to  form all elements heavier than Fe

 You and I, everything on earth (excluding a bit of 
hydrogen), and the matter that make us up, were at 
one time inside of a star that blew itself up



TPS

 As a star evolves over time, which of the following 
occurs?

A. Its luminosity decreases.

B. Its size increases.

C. Its core temperature decreases.

D. All of the above occur.



 Which property of a star controls its formation, 
evolution, and demise?

A. Luminosity

B. Mass

C. Metal content

D. Radius


